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The ancient Chinese revered the mighty noble horse and knew that so much conquering could be done on Horse’s back so the Horse
was not used to farm, field-work was reserved for trusty hard-working Ox but never Horse!!! For many cultures, Horse possesses a
heroism, strength, and nobility and so now in 2014, we welcome fast-moving, action packed Yang (male) Wood Horse!
In 2014, Lunar New Year begins January 31, 2014. The 2014
Solar New Year begins February 4, 2014, which is also the
first day of Spring on the Chinese calendar! Either way, the
Year of the Yang (male) Wood Horse will be galloping in for
many to capture lightening speed victories with his strong and
lively energy!
Most people will feel Horse’s masculine, bright and dynamic
aura and big changes in all life areas
will sweep across the landscape of
our lives! The Yang or male Horse is
active, energetic, independent!
2014 Wood Horse represents the
Wood element and Spring, when the
world is awash in the new shoots of
woodsy wonder and upward new
growth, so change is the mantra for
the entire year! In the Five Element
Theory Wood feeds Fire and Horse
is the earthly branch or zodiac
animal that rules the fire element,

so this will allow your wildest dreams of fortune, fame and
luck to be easily fed, but only if you also harness Horse’s
impetuousness, denial and love of freedom.
In Chinese Medicine, the 2014 wood element rules the gall
bladder and liver so using some restraint will also help keep
any anger from impulsive or costly decisions in check. It is
also a good idea to try to meditate on love and do daily
contemplative practices.
Taking a calculated chance,
whether it is a new home, business
venture, unexpected romantic
relationship, or travel, must be
diligently tempered in reality based
decision making but when it is, the
time is now for taking that leap!
The time for planning was 2013!
Leap and fly upwards!
So who will benefit from Horse
energy this year? The 2014 Male

Wood Horse year promises free spiritedness, change, luck,
lightening speed, independence, fun, competitiveness,
sensitivity, bravery, and heroism. If you overdo Horse’s love
of freedom and do whatever you want you may possibly end
up in the poor house at the end of the year.

Horse rarely plans for the future, is poor at managing
money, or admitting problems exist, and cannot see how
getting what he thinks he deserves can affect a long term
financial plan!

Try to use restraint and do not be tempted to overspend on
entertainment or lifestyle, or live in denial that a problem
doesn’t exist when it may, since misconceptions or denial can
have you galloping off into the wrong direction. Acting
without knowing is not advisable in Horse year!
Abundant luck is all around but take note not to behave like a
foolish Horse rushing in. Counter your good luck with a clear
head, choose timing carefully, and do not abandon common
sense! If you are not completely convinced of a particular
decision or path, then simply slow down and try to learn from
what you see all around you and from others.
In 2014, if you can harness the positive and reign in the
negative, your year will be wildly lucky, balanced and your
life will advance in many areas through positive change.
To fully harness risk-taking, fast-moving HORSE energy in
2014, please contact Michele to schedule your 2014 DIVINE
TIMING Astrology chart because especially in 2014 Year of
the Male Wood Horse, timing IS everything!
The impulsive way of doing things will especially not work
in 2014 for people born in the opposite year of the Rat, and
also Oxens.
People will have difficulty focusing solely on work as the
Horse year draws people back to the outdoors to enjoy
life’s adventures.

Michele Duffy, M.F.S., was recently Canyon Ranch's Feng Shui
Master, working privately with guests and presenting Feng Shui
topics in weekly lectures. Since 1999, she has professionally
created “Space as Medicine” Feng Shui for national residential and
commercial clients, providing space clearings & blessings, Feng
Shui color, lighting & art consultations. Michele currently lives in
Orinda, California, with her husband, children and Jack Russells!
She can be contacted by phone at 520.647.4887 or email at
spaceharmony@gmail.com
http:www.mandalafengshui.com

Online Specials

This is an excellent time to declutter, clear with Sage, and bless your home with a Cinnabar ritual.

Cinnabar Powder

This high quality Cinnabar Powder is a powerful ingredient used in BTB Feng Shui blessing ceremonies such as the Rice Blessing,
to remove negative energies and enhance positive energies. To be handled with care and not to be ingested.

5 gram jar

Special $28.95

1 gram capsule

Includes six (6) latex gloves (one-size)

Includes one (1) latex glove (one-size)

Special $9.45

This convenient single-use Cinnabar
capsule contains 1 gram,
which is perfect for one ceremony

This jar of Cinnabar contains 5 grams,
which is sufficient for five to six
ceremonies.

Order Today!

Order Today!

Smudging (purification) is a powerful way to transform energy in a space. It is a simple ritual used whenever you need to cleanse,
balance or purify a space. It is a common practice used to purify a new home before moving in, in health centers to keep the
space clear, and to remove negative, stagnant energy in places where or difficulties have been encountered. Sage is one of the
most sacred and cleansing herbs used by many different cultures for clearing negative energy, purifying surrounding space and
for starting something new. The clean burning sage smoke attaches itself to the negative energy of the area and cleanses it so
that it becomes positive energy.

White Sage

White Sage is the most masculine and powerful cleanser and is acknowledged for its healing properties. This
broad leaf sage is organic and is valued for its robust aromatic properties.
SIZES AVAILABLE: Baby 4”; Small 5”; Medium 7”; Large 9”

Order at Special Prices

Abalone Shell

The Abalone Shell is a traditional holder to burn smudge when transforming the energy in a space. The
use of this natural shell provides a representation of the four elements; the shell for water, the wooden
match for fire, the herbs and ashes for the earth, and the smoke for the air. The embers from the
burning smudge are safe to fall into the shell and at an approximate length of 5”, this Abalone Shell is
the perfect size to hold when smudging.

Order at Special Price $13.95

Add some Love, Passion & Romance energy with your Red or Pink Crystal
The powerful red Swarovski 30mm crystal
is a wonderful energy booster. Hang it in
the middle of the master bedroom to
stimulate the energy of love and passion.
This is an excellent crystal to move
throughout your space – to hang in any Gua
that needs a kick start. A red Feng Shui
crystal adds the energy of power and strength, the vibration
of the colour red.

The pink Swarovski 30mm crystal has a
beautiful soft, delicate pink colour to
enhance the energy of love and romance.
Hang it in the middle of the master bedroom
or in the Love and Relationship Gua. A pink
Feng Shui crystal vibrates with the energy
of love. The colour pink connects to self-love
... and unconditional love of self is the foundation to the energy
vibration of love.

Order Today!

Order Today!
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